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CEO’S ADDRESS

A retrospective summary on market performance
is interesting at the end of most years, but when
delivered in 2020, it’s certain to be a rollercoaster
ride.

2020 has been described in many ways such
as significant and challenging, innovative and
unprecedented.

As we bid the year farewell, our rural teams provide
their reviews of the past 12 months in agricultural
property.
It’s a report unlike any other and demonstrates the
resilience and adaptability of our rural operators
under extraordinary circumstances.

Mildura
At the start of 2020, we were wholly focused on
the impact of drought on our local industries, in
particular what effect the higher cost of leasing
irrigation water would have on less profitable crops
such as some white wine grape varieties, Valencia
oranges and older dried fruit plantings.
With the benefit of hindsight, we would have known
that the weather was already starting to shift to a
wetter pattern and that the big story was instead
going to revolve around the impact that a strange
sounding virus could have if it really did spread
from China.
COVID has filled a lot of space in our Month
in Review contributions this year and as the
year draws to a close, it appears that rural land
values have held up remarkably well. If anything,
the resulting nervousness around some other
commercial property sectors coupled with really
low interest rates has directed greater interest to
the farming sector.
We have seen a relatively high level of activity
in the dryland cropping sector, with a number of
local farmers choosing to retire in a good season.
Values have held up in the Millewa region and

Of course, our progression through the
pandemic is not over, and its legacy is still to be
defined. That said, if past months have taught
us anything, it’s that we can collectively find
the solutions we need to be able to service our
clients and operate under any circumstance.
Our year at Herron Todd White has been marked
by significant events as well. We established
new protocols to address challenges that
came with COVID restrictions, including the
development of our Contactless Inspection
Tool – a feat which culminated in our team
being presented with the Australian Property
Institute’s prestigious 2020 Innovation Award.
We also welcomed some of the industry’s most
respected professionals to our ranks, including
former Queensland Valuer-General, Neil Bray,
and one of Australia’s most respected property
experts Kevin Brogan.
strengthened further in the Mallee. With interest
rates so low, the cost of debt is now similar to
leasing rates and this is giving impetus to existing
family farmers’ expansion plans as they seek to
improve their economies of scale.
There have been few sales in the western division
of New South Wales this year, which we attribute
to limited supply. Those properties that have come
onto the market have sold quickly, with buyer
confidence underpinned by an expectation that
meat prices will stay strong.
Much improved rainfall during 2020 has restored
the Murray catchment dams (Dartmouth and Hume)

Each year, our December issue of Month In
Review is devoted to looking back at various
markets and describing how they performed
over the preceding 12 months.
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And, of course, this year’s report makes for
essential reading.
In our rural section this month our professionals
have examine how their regional property
markets performed this year and what
significant drivers influenced values in the field
of primary production.
I hope everyone has a safe, enjoyable holiday
season and an exciting New Year. We look
forward to partnering with you in
2021, to ensure you make the
most of your property assets.
RURAL

Overview

Gary Brinkworth
CEO

to 68 per cent capacity at the time of writing. The
cost of leasing water started the year at around
$900 per megalitre and has subsequently reduced
to around $200 to $240 per megalitre. This
provides significant savings to irrigators who rely
on this market for their water needs and has helped
boost local confidence.
The main issue now facing local industries revolves
around trade tensions with China. The decision by
China to ban the importation of Australian wine
will have most repercussions on the red grape
market. China has been buying around 30 per
cent of national wine exports, but skewed to red
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varieties. Local market commentators are saying
that they expect local wineries will still want to
fill their tanks this year and focus their energy on
other markets, however there is a sense that the
recent improvement in red wine grape prices has
now stalled. Indicative pricing normally comes out
around Christmas and growers will be watching
with interest.
We expect that white wine grape prices will be less
affected than reds, but also note that white grape
prices have not risen to the same degree as red
prices over recent years.

Table grape and citrus growers are also facing
some uncertainty around the ability to shift large
volumes of fruit into China, compounded with
a fear that they may not find enough seasonal
workers to harvest their crops at the optimum
time. A lot of effort is going into quickly building
other market outlets. There have been a number of
table grape and citrus property sales during 2020,
which on analysis have shown values remaining
firm to date.
The almond industry has continued to benefit from
strong demand, with a number of sales in 2020.
At the lower end of the scale, an approximately
75-hectare orchard at Lindsay Point sold to an
adjoining grower for a price which equated to just
over $71,000 per hectare for very well managed
trees between 10 and 14 years of age. At the upper
end, the large scale Mooral orchard at Hillston
and the United orchard at Piangil sold for slightly
higher levels to institutional buyers.
Shane Noonan / Graeme Whyte
Property Valuers
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It is too early to see the impact of this uncertainty
on wine grape vineyard values.

Valinor Park

Sunshine Coast
Rural markets across the Sunshine Coast and
Gympie noted strong increases in demand and
value levels throughout 2020.
There was significant interest in lifestyle holdings
within circa 45 minutes’ drive of either Caloundra,
Maroochydore or Noosa, with the majority of
this interest coming from south-east Queensland
buyers. A number of these buyers have purchased
based on utilising the holdings effectively as a
weekender style property.
We also saw a number of strong sales of larger
rural holdings during 2020, including:

Source: realestate.com.au

◗ Burnside, a circa 1,000 hectare grazing holding
in Woolooga, circa 50 kilometres to the northwest of Gympie, sold in March 2020 for $3.8
million with limited improvements, indicating
circa $3,400 per hectare for the underlying land
value.
◗ Coorambulla, a circa 800 hectare mixed grazing
holding in Glen Echo, circa 65 kilometres to the
north-west of Gympie, sold in November 2020
for $3.1 million with two dwellings and other
improvements on site, indicating circa $3,350 per
hectare for the underlying land value.
◗ Valinor Park, a circa 204 hectare rural lifestyle
holding located approximately 10 kilometres
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north-east of Kilcoy, sold in June 2020 for $6
million. The property is utilised for grazing and
improved with a substantial prestige dwelling,
manager’s residence and is presented to a high
level throughout.
◗ Bollier Park, a circa 790 hectare rural grazing
holding located approximately 50 kilometres
north-west of Noosa sold in May 2020 for $11.26
million. The property comprises 12 titles and
has a reported carrying capacity of circa 1,300
head adult equivalent. It is improved with a main
homestead and other ancillary improvements.

year between the two key drivers of the property
market apart from the wet season. The cashflow
margin has fuelled confidence in the north
Queensland grazing property market. Restocker
demand from southern areas after they finally
received rain, live export demand and processor
demand have driven northern cattle prices to
peak levels. At the same time, the cost of capital
has dropped.

under bidders for Nardoo recently who bid between
$20 million and $34 million.
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By year’s end, we expect about 30 sales to have
finalised (or be close to settling). This is a healthy
volume of sales. Within those sales, two were
resales one year apart. One resale was 40 per cent
and the other 50 per cent stronger than their 2019
sale prices.
In 2019, buyers were from southern areas where
their home country was drought affected. Not this
year. Active buying this year was from local, long
established families seeking to make expansions.
Certainly, this is a demonstration of the long-term
confidence in the industry.
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Other smaller sales have generally noted improved
land values through the southern Mary Valley
region with parts of Conondale through to Imbil
now showing circa $20,000 to $30,000 per
hectare for good quality river flat grazing. We
have also seen values reaching over $20,000 per
hectare for holdings around Gympie over the past
six months.
Overall supply levels have diminished and agents
are reporting strong interest moving forward.
Chris McKillop
Director

As a whole, the market has increased substantially
in the past year and since about 2014.

North and North West Queensland

This is the first time that Other North Queensland
(forest country) category has overtaken its Mitchell
Grass Downs counterpart. This is largely driven by
some smaller property sales in the Charters Towers
and Townsville areas. In the absence of those sales,
the Other North Queensland is just below the
Mitchell Grass Downs market.

The north and north-western Queensland cattle
property market is enjoying a golden era; cattle
country has been repriced to new levels since
about March. It’s like the fuel to air ratio in the
carburettor of an engine was adjusted to boom
mode, the fuel being the cattle pricing and the air
being interest rates.
The following graph shows the dynamic shift this

Demand is strong. Considerable depth of market
has been displayed at auctions. There were twelve

The emergence of the on-line auction process appears to have
mitigated the effects of border closures to some extent.

So what happens now? Well, we endure the heat
until it rains. Temperature gauges have been
so high you could fry a T-bone on the Flinders
Highway! Perhaps it is time to consider property
positions at the current pricing - to buy, hold or
sell. This is a serious question. Yes, the good times
may be here. Yes, cattle prices may be strong (or
even stronger next year), but those are the risks
you take. Rural property is a long-term investment,
often over generations, which brings the thought
process back to what the strategic plan is for the
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Rational and calculated strategic asset planning is
required to make good decisions while the going is
good.
Perhaps while the strategic plan is being pondered,
a safe and wet summer may prevail. Merry
Christmas.
Roger Hill
Director

Darling Downs
Rural property markets across southern and
western Queensland have performed strongly over
the past twelve months. Despite a year of global
uncertainty and recessionary conditions, rural
property values have stretched to new levels.
There have been a number of contributors to this
growth but the most obvious drivers have been
historically low interest rates and strong cattle
prices. The low interest rate environment has
seen both graziers and grain producers seek out
additional country for economies of scale.
There has also been increased transactional
activity from interstate graziers who have identified
western Queensland as affordable country given
the good coverage of feed observed following mid
and late summer rains. Investing in southern and
western Queensland also provides interstate buyers
with geographical diversification and spreads the
risk of climate influences such as drought, floods
and bushfires.
The emergence of the on-line auction process
appears to have mitigated the effects of border
closures to some extent, with many properties
selling via this method since the onset of the
Coronavirus.
Despite broadly strong economic conditions

in the rural sphere, entry level and starter
blocks are receiving inferior levels of enquiry to
larger properties that offer scale and value-add
opportunities.
Family farming companies are growing in scale
and have emerged as strong competitors to the
corporate buyers in the $10 million-plus price
bracket. In general terms, protein has been the big
winner in 2020 while more specialised assets such
as stone fruit, grapes and intensive horticulture
enterprises have struggled with water supply issues
and tougher market conditions.
Bradley Neill
Director

South East Regional Australia.
Most rural land throughout Victoria, South
Australia and Tasmania experienced varying
degrees of modest to exceptional value growth
throughout 2020 driven by low interest rates and
good seasonal conditions. Rural communities
have been largely removed from the COVID-19
outbreaks and lock downs mostly in Victoria
and more recently in South Australia, enabling
farmers to continue to provide fresh produce to
the country. Solid equity positions resulting from
recent good seasons and succession planning
has seen the family farming sector in significant
expansion mode in 2020. This has resulted in sales
of many smaller add on blocks at record levels, and
larger properties such as Banongil near Skipton
in western Victoria (previously owned by Lagoona
Bay) being split up and sold back to a number of
locals farming families. Demand for land continues
to outstrip supply which will likely result in more
price records following the current harvest.

industry, especially in the grains and wine sectors,
is the increased tariffs and scrutiny placed on
Australian exports to China. Australia’s heavy
reliance on China as an agricultural export partner
has negatively impacted the pricing of a large
number of agricultural commodities, however
Australian farmers are resilient and are used to
volatile commodity pricing, but will have to find
alternative markets for some produce.
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In 2020, conversations with farmers and people
employed in the rural sector reveal that the vast
majority are pleased with how the season has
turned out and rejoice in the fact that they live
where they live, largely removed from the global
turmoil caused by COVID-19.
Angus Shaw
Commercial & Rural Manager
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asset and the people involved.

On the downside, COVID-19 has impacted a number
of small market sectors, including intensive assets
such as feedlots and abattoirs, but the talk of the
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